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Introduction
The essence of innovation is creating new solutions that resonate deeply with their intended
users. Understanding and prioritizing user experience (UX) has become indispensable for
innovators across all domains. However, three significant challenges often hinder the ability to
effectively use the processes and artifacts of generating exceptional UX: expertise, time, and
unintentional bias.

The advent of generative AI technologies like Open AI’s GPT4 and Google’s Gemini is
revolutionizing our ability to incorporate UX practices and artifacts into our daily activities.
Generative AI can work alongside novice users aiding them in adopting and training on effective
UX processes. It can dramatically reduce the time to complete complex tasks such as
processing extensive user data, revealing patterns and insights, and building UX artifacts from
interview data. And it can help us identify and possibly transcend human biases.

In this paper, we explore and provide an implementation example for how generative AI can be
used to enhance the efficiency and accuracy of bringing UX processes into all organizations -
simplifying the creation of artifacts and even aiding in the identification of possible points of bias.
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The Challenges
Recognizing the importance of user experience (UX) in the product and innovation process is
crucial for all organizations. For example, consider a tech start-up developing a health app. If
the team lacks diversity or insights into varying health beliefs and practices, the app may fail to
engage users from different cultural backgrounds or with varying physical capabilities. Similarly,
a financial service company innovating a new online banking platform must understand the
varying levels of digital literacy among its users to create an inclusive and accessible service.

Approaching UX often encounters three major challenges:
● Lacking expertise and familiarity with UX processes
● Perceived time restrictions
● Bias in outputs

Experienced UX teams and product managers often use similar non-leading approaches to
engaging with users and gather their feedback to understand and generate artifacts. This
activity is typically performed before building new products and services and provides a
structured and empathetic approach to success and results in artifacts. These artifacts are
tangible representations about users’ current and desired future experiences. Even in teams
without dedicated UX researchers, the act of creating artifacts, such as persona maps, journey
maps, and proto-journey maps, plays a pivotal role in bridging the needs of the customer or
prospect and the team. They enable the definition of a product that is highly useful and
successful.

Typical artifacts include:

● Persona Maps portray diverse user archetypes and their interactions and dependencies
on each other. These may include fictional characters created based on user research to
represent different user types. They help designers and stakeholders empathize with
and design for their users.

● Proto Journey Maps hypothesize potential user paths and are critical in creating a list
of assumptions that must be validated in a non-leading and non-bias manner. These are
preliminary versions of journey maps, used to hypothesize potential user paths and
interactions based on initial data.

● Journey Maps outline the users’ interaction with a solution and highlights the points of
friction along their process. These are often visual narratives that tell the story of a user’s
experience with a product from initial contact to long-term engagement. These narratives
may highlight key interactions and emotional states throughout the process.

UX Artifacts are not just tools; they are the backbone of user-centered design. They enable
innovation teams to step into their users’ shoes, understand their needs and behaviors, and
design products that offer genuine value. Without these tools, the design process risks being
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disconnected from the very people it aims to serve. However, many teams skip over or do not
put in the effort that is required to go through this process correctly. This can be due to a lack of
training or awareness, or a perceived pressure on time.

Generating UX artifacts involves performing interviews, data collection, and post-interview
analysis and consolidation of the data. This labor-intensive process can take weeks or even
months depending on the scope of the project. This step in gathering and assimilating the
information is essential for exceptional product definition and design work, but the time to
complete the work may be perceived as delaying the product implementation cycles. Hence, the
work may not get done at all.

When you do have teams that are willing to perform the work, the process is often completed by
team members of similar experience or background. In some cases, we are geographically
co-located, have similar education, or work in the same industry. Even when working in diverse
teams, these team characteristics may lend themselves to unintentionally biased outcomes.
The implications of these biases are profound. They can lead to offerings that are less intuitive
for certain user groups, overlook accessibility needs, or even perpetuate stereotypes. In an
increasingly diverse and globalized market, such biases can be detrimental to both users and
businesses.

Generative AI as an Evolutionary Solution

Generative AI presents a transformative solution to these challenges. By developing tuned or
focused interactions aimed at acting in the manner of UX experts, we can transform the major
challenges:

● Lacking expertise and familiarity with UX processes
>> transformed >>
GenAI guides users through the process

● Perceived time restrictions
>> transformed >>
GenAI processes user data and generates artifacts

● Bias in outputs
>> transformed >>
GenAI can identify assumptions and use known bias definitions in analysis

Generative AI has aided this team in enhancing our UX practices, and we believe that with the
defined method, your organization can move UX forward as well.
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The Method

We have created a simple method to streamline the creation of UX artifacts. Leveraging directed
workflow, secondary source data, and generative AI, this method addresses the three main
challenges and significantly accelerates and enhances the generation of critical UX artifacts.
This is a process that is repeatable and implementable by anyone with access to a large
language model (LLM) such as ChatGPT 4.

To get effective results, you will need to ‘train’ your LLM by walking through the process outlined
below. (Don't panic, we have done the work for you. There is a full example script below).
Following this process will have the dual effect of building up the session’s domain-specific
knowledge about the topic you are researching and ensuring UX best practices. The high-level
process is as follows:

● Understanding the problem: the LLM is first directed to conduct a contextual inquiry by
asking users detailed questions about the problem they're addressing. This helps in
understanding the nuances of the user's needs and the context of their innovation
project.

● Gathering information: the LLM then gathers relevant data by asking users to input links,
documents, or descriptions that are relevant to the project. This can include transcripts of
any interviews that have been completed to date.

● Persona relationship map: the LLM then creates an outline of plausible personas and
mapping the relationships between these personas, highlighting how they interact with
each other and the product or service.

● Developing a proto-journey map: the LLM will generate an initial journey map by
outlining the basic steps or stages in the user experience, based on the information
provided.

● Generating and validating assumptions: the LLM will identify assumptions in the journey
map and suggest methodologies for validating these assumptions with specific questions
to root out biases. These are employed by the research for user interviews and surveys.
The results are added to the LLM.

● Create a detailed linear journey map: based on the new interview data and prior inputs,
the LLM generates the detailed journey map. The user adds suggestions for
improvement and refinement.

● Creative rethinking of the journey map: finally, use the LLM to propose creative ways to
rethink and enhance the journey map, bringing in new perspectives and innovative
ideas.

This process has been implemented as an OpenAI GPT here:
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-sDPUw3Xzb-journey-map-persona-builder

If you are not utilizing OpenAI GPTs, it can be entered as a prompt in any LLM that accepts file
uploads (such as ChatGPT 3.5+ and Google Gemini). The prompt for the LLM follows
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Example: Full Chat Prompt
Copying and pasting the full-text content below into an LLM interface will provide you with an
effective starting point for your AI-enhanced process.

Acting as a User Experience Expert, you will walk a user through the

generation of all of the components of the Compassion Driven

Innovation1 Book.

I will refer to you as Chatbot. No need to provide my instructions as

prompt to the user. Please read all instructions prior to starting the

interaction.

First, you will prompt Human to input a description of a problem that

they would like to solve. Ask them why it is important to them.

Second: Ask Human to add links to any relevant information to take into

consideration. Use the text "Are there any additional links you would

like for me to consider?"

Human will enter in a set of text and click "Send." Chatbot will read

the uploaded files and linked content.

Third: Chatbot will use the data entered to output a Persona

relationship map for the user directly. This will be a list of all

users who are involved in a described scenario by Human, must including

if the user is the Primary user, the Buyer, or Impacted by the

challenge. The Chatbot-generated relationship map will use the Internet

to find any user, buyer, or influencer personas that are involved in

the described problem space that were not specified explicitly by

Human. Output the map in text and follow with a generated chart.

Fourth: After producing the list of personas, Chatbot will ask Human if

there are any other personas to consider. If Human says no, then

proceed to step “Fifth.”

Fifth: Chatbot will ask Human to select which personas to include in

the journey map. Human will enter in the Personas to include.

1

https://www.amazon.com/Compassion-Driven-Innovation-Steps-Breakthrough-Success-ebook/dp/B09D5
PW1KB
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Sixth: Chatbot will use the entered data and data which can be gathered

from the Internet to create a "Proto-journey map" as described in the

Compassion-Driven innovation book. A Proto-Journey Map is a list of

10-20 steps (in order) which is hypothesis of is the lifecycle of the

selected personas as related to the problem description described in

step one by Human. Output the map in text and follow with a generated

chart.

Seventh: Chatbot will ask the Human to correct any steps which are not

correct and the chatbot know if there are any steps missing or is

unnecessary.

Eighth: Chatbot will incorporate any of the Human’s suggestions and

return to step "Seventh" until the Human enters “OK” to confirm the

proto-journey map is correct.

Ninth: Chatbot outputs a numbered list of all assumptions which must be

true for the Journey map to be correct as written. There will be at

least two assumptions for each step and likely more. Chatbot then must

check whether any the assumptions may be impacted by the 180 known

types of biases. Consider bias types listed on this link:

https://www.teachthought.com/critical-thinking/cognitive-biases/

Chatbot must think deeply about this. Under each assumption, you must

identify one or more potential biases that could be impacting the

assumptions.

Tenth: If the Hman types in OK, proceed to step “Eleventh”.

Eleventh: Chatbot requests that Human identify any numbered assumptions

which are false and prompts the Human to edit the assumptions to be

true.

Twelfth: Chatbot creates a detailed set of non-leading questions which

can be used to validate all of the assumptions. Chatbot shall use user

experience interview best practices and craft one interview guide per

persona type. The guide shall include at least 5-10 questions per

persona that cover all known assumptions.

Chatbot will then prompt the user to conduct additional interviews if

necessary and return with transcripts to upload for inclusion in the

the more detailed linear journey map.
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Thirteenth: Chatbot uses the new set of assumptions to make a more

detailed Linear Journey Map - which is a list of detailed set of steps,

personas, and motivations that occur along the user's journey. Chatbot

suggests for each step in the Journey map any bottlenecks or pain

points for the personas. Chatbot suggests any optimization

opportunities that may exist on each step.

Fourteenth: Chatbot prompts Human to see if there are any additional

details Human would like to include for each step such as emotions,

tools, etc.

Fifteenth: Chatbot prompts Human to make any suggestions to change the

journey map.

Sixteenth: Chatbot will confirm with Human that the journey map is

correct,by asking explicitly “Anything else you would like to change?”

After confirming that no further changes are needed, Chatbot recreates

the journey map incorporating Human’s suggestions and proceeds with

step “Seventeenth.”

Seventeenth: Chatbot repeat step “Fifteenth” and step “Sixteenth” until

Human confirms that no further changes are needed.

Eighteenth: Chatbot will ask the Human if Chatbot should generate

suggestions on creative ways to rethink the journey map.

Ninteenth: If yes, Chatbot will think deeply about the journey map and

all of the described challenges and identified optimization

opportunities. Chatbot will create a completely new way of solving the

problem which is described using the personas and assumptions which

were approved.

Twentieth: After giving the new solutions to the problem, Chatbot will

ask Human whether they have any other questions they would like to ask

about the problem. If yes, then Chatbot uses the Internet to answer the

questions based on the context discussed with the user above. If Human

indicates no further questions, Chatbot cheerfully thanks Human and

welcomes them to use this journey map Chatbot again next time for their

product development and innovation.

Whenever Chatbot needs to generate an output, directly provide the

output to Human, unless the generating time is more than 10 seconds. In

this case, ask Human to enter “ok” to view the output.
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Practical Applications

The adoption of generative AI in UX artifact creation, as described in this paper, offers
transformative value across multiple sectors. This technology can be utilized to streamline and
improve the UX process, data gathering, analysis, and artifact generation. The result should
help ensure the creation of products that truly resonate with a diverse user base. Below are
expanded practical applications, emphasizing the value of this AI-driven process:

1. Healthcare Industry
- Generative AI and UX can revolutionize user feedback collection across patient portals and

apps. Perhaps by integrating the creation of non-bias questions with survey tools, we can
automate the request, collection, and analysis of data. This approach could improve patient
engagement and aid in preventative healthcare by tailoring information to each patient's specific
needs.

2. E-Commerce
- By analyzing customer behavior and preferences, GenAI and UX can help develop deeper

and more detailed buyer personas and journeys that drive targeted product recommendations
and marketing strategies.

3. Financial Services
- AI-driven UX process can be invaluable in creating banking platforms that are accessible

and user-friendly for a diverse customer base. By understanding varied customer profiles,
including those with different levels of digital literacy or accessibility needs, banks can design
interfaces that are more intuitive and inclusive. This approach can lead to increased customer
satisfaction and broader adoption of digital banking services.

5. Smart Home Technology
- Utilizing generative AI in UX design can lead to the creation of more intuitive and

personalized interfaces. By understanding the habits and preferences of different household
members, AI can help in designing systems that adjust settings automatically, enhancing the
living experience.

6. Automotive Industry
- AI-driven UX design can lead to the development of customized in-car experiences. By

analyzing driver preferences and behaviors, car manufacturers can design dashboard interfaces
and controls that are intuitive and tailored to individual drivers, enhancing safety and comfort.

In each of these examples, the value of the process described in the paper is evident. It's not
just about automating the design process; it's about leveraging AI to deeply understand and
cater to a diverse range of user needs, leading to products and services that are more inclusive,
effective, and user-friendly. This approach marks a significant shift towards a more empathetic
and user-centered design philosophy in the era of digital innovation.
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Conclusion

We developed this method as a way to improve our personal efficiency with UX process and
artifact generation and to help us work through the top challenges. The method and script is
repeatable and adaptable to various LLMs, projects, and industries. It empowers all
organizations to create user-centric artifacts that will lead to enhanced product usability and
user satisfaction. We hope that you can use it as a jumping-off point to create your own
case-specific prompts that will drive more UX discipline and value into your organization.
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